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for research quality and objectivity. Materials contained in this report were generated by
on-the-ground operators with direct access and first-hand knowledge of the situation.

Additional cited information was derived from official governmental sites.
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SUMMARY OF THREATS

The principle threat to American and Western business people, technicians, engineers and tourists in
Bahrain remains “being in the wrong place at the wrong time” and finding yourself in the middle of large
and violent Shia protests/demonstrations. These are marked by violent clashes with Bahraini police and
government forces, the throwing of homemade Molotov cocktails and the use of homemade Improvised
Explosive Devices (IED’s). In 2013, a Shia protest/demonstration occurred nearly once every four days –
with nearly 90% of these protests turning violent. Since the start of the uprising in February 2011, 12
Bahraini policemen and a liaison police officer from the United Arab Emirates have been killed in the
protests and over 2,500 others injured. As noted below, the Shia protests/demonstrations have yet to
specifically target Americans or Westerners. However, visiting Americans and Westerners may find
themselves in a bad situation due to circumstances or the fact that they have not consciously planned to
avoid Shia protest areas and sites.

The wild card in this scenario is intelligence indicating that the Government of Iran (GOI) is covertly
assisting Bahraini Shia groups. If the GOI decides it is in their interest to escalate the violence in Bahrain and
begin targeting Americans and foreigners, this could be accomplished fairly easily. The GOI, through the
Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC), specifically Quds Force (IRGC/QF), could rapidly and efficiently
upgrade the capabilities, training and weaponry of Bahraini Shia groups – making their protests much more
deadly (the early March 2014 killing of three policemen by a more sophisticated IED is indicative of the hand
of Iran and may signal an alarming trend in terms of the increasing lethality of IED attacks in Bahrain). The
GOI could also direct selected Bahraini Shia groups to begin selected targeting and specific attacks against
American and Western individuals and key targets such as the U.S. Naval Base Headquarters, 5th Fleet, in
Manama. Keeping up to date on the latest intelligence regarding this scenario is imperative for American and
Western companies and business people traveling to and doing business in Bahrain.

A distant, secondary threat in Bahrain is the possibility of a Sunni extremist group such as Al-Qaida or an
affiliate, viewing the plethora of American and Western targets in Bahrain as a “target-rich” environment
in which to conduct lethal terrorist operations. While that has not happened in Bahrain to date, two Al-
Qaida members, who were former detainees at Guantanamo Bay, were arrested by Bahraini authorities in
early February 2014 as they attempted to enter Bahrain from Saudi Arabia. The two Al-Qaida members
were allegedly coming to Bahrain to surveil targets and plan terrorist attacks.

The situation in Bahrain continues to be tense and fluid as the Bahraini government attempts to create
dialogue with the anti-government opposition groups.
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Statistics and Brief Synopsis

Bahrain has a population of approximately 1.3 million people, almost one-quarter of whom are non-Bahraini
nationals primarily from India, Pakistan, Nepal, Sri Lanka, the Philippines and Kenya who are employed in
the service and hospitality industries. Al-Manama, the capital, has a population of about 262,000. While
Arabic is the country’s official language, English is the universal language for commerce, education,
hospitality and tourism. Over 80% of the population is Islamic (this figure is no doubt much higher for
Bahraini nationals): of these, approximately 60 to 72% are Shia. Bahrain is ruled by a Sunni constitutional
monarchy, led by King Hamad al-Khalifa, Prince Salman al-Khalifa, and, appointed by the King, titular
Prime Minister Khalifa bin Salman al-Khalifa. Elections do occur, but only to fill 40 seats (held for four-year
terms) on the Council of Representatives. This is of note because, after winning a significant number of seats
(18) in 2010, the Shia society (political parties are banned) known as Al-Wifaq eventually protested, then
abandoned their seats in 2011, contributing to the already growing drumbeat of social and political unrest by
Shia’s throughout Bahrain. Subsequently, on 19 February 2011, violent clashes peaked in Bahrain, and in
March 2011 the Bahraini monarchy received direct military assistance from Saudi Arabian ground forces to
quell the violent Shia protests. This was the first time Saudi Arabian forces had crossed the Saudi-Bahraini
causeway to enter Bahrain in support of the kingdom. While a lid has been forcibly clamped down on the
social and political tension, no substantial solutions have been offered to reduce the simmering Shia
grievances. For the foreseeable future, the Bahraini government’s solution appears to be single pronged:
physically restrict and choke off any areas or groups that threaten to protest. 

Photograph of former Pearl Square © 2014 ADRIDEN Global Inc.
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Airport

Airport security and screening procedures are unremarkable. The one airport terminal is of modest size
and, as such, checked-in baggage arrives at the carousel quickly upon arrival. After deplaning, passengers
must place their carry-on bags onto an x-ray monitor and walk through a sparsely manned
magnetometer. This checkpoint is far from intrusive, although the x-ray will pick up any items deemed
impermissible and/or for dual use by protestors (i.e., handheld radios). Checked luggage is likely screened
via x-ray between the arriving airplane and the carousel; and if an item of concern is identified by
Bahraini Customs authorities as suspicious, a plastic ‘zip tie’ may be attached to the handle of the
suitcase, alerting customs screeners that the bag and traveler must be x-rayed and examined in the “Red
Lane” secondary area. Outside the customs arrivals area, there are ample booths for rental cars, several
unfavorable money exchangers, and modern looking shops to purchase local sim cards (Zane, Batelco, etc).
Downtown Manama is only a short drive even in traffic (typically less than 30 minutes).

Departing flights at the airport are also unremarkable: again, the airport is small and procedures are not
cumbersome. Departing passengers may expect to be screened once after checking in their luggage, and
another time at the boarding gate. Exit stamps can be requested as your passport may only be glanced over
by customs without their taking a closer look or entering said stamp.

Visas

While you can purchase a visa for entry into Bahrain upon arrival at the airport, the visa approval process
can be restrictive, inconsistent and prejudiced at times. For example, due to the ongoing problems with
their majority Shia population, Bahraini authorities are sometimes hesitant to approve visas for non-
Bahraini Shias or individuals born in Shia dominated countries like Iran. Separately, according to
multiple online travel sites, Bahrain refuses to issue a visa to anyone whose passport has an entry stamp
indicating prior travel to Israel. However, in practice we have seen, and heard of, many businessmen for
whom this did not present an issue when obtaining their Bahraini visa.

When possible, it is best to apply for your visa online and receive an email approval before you travel. The
inclusion of a letter of invitation from a Bahraini-based company will undoubtedly strengthen your
application. Visas are most typically valid for 30 days once issued and can only be used for a single entry.
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Driving/Road Safety

If the driving bullies and inattentive industrial trucks were removed from the roads, driving in Bahrain
would be challenged only by the recurring and somewhat predictable protests, and police roadblocks or
checkpoints that are on the lookout for ‘the usual suspects.’ These latter delays are primarily encountered
in the late evening hours or all day during prominent holidays or commemorative days. Driving
throughout the island can be dangerous: accidents occur routinely and appear to be primarily caused by
speed, reckless bullying, or too many cars trying to occupy the same piece of tight, windy road that is too
often under construction. Equally common are driving scenarios whereupon you are traveling at a high
speed behind other fast moving vehicles when suddenly everyone swerves to avoid a stalled car, broken
down truck, or other sundry industrial parts abandoned in the highway. In terms of traffic related
entanglements, one would be wise to leave before the crowds (i.e., before 7:30 AM), drive defensively, stay
alert to all “four corners” of your car, don’t be afraid to tap your horn as an audible sonar to other drivers,
memorize your route, and unhand all portable electronic devices while focused on driving.

Driving at night is generally not advised if one is passing along slow moving roads in areas prone to
violent protests or smoldering stacks of blackened tires. An increased police presence on the roads and
highways appears to coincide with or foretell protest warnings issued simultaneously by the UK and U.S.
embassies (available online). Thus it would be wise to check these sites often throughout the day.
Should you find yourself in a car accident, there are a few standard tips to remember. Obviously, take
photos immediately including all damage, as well as the surrounding road conditions, and other vehicles
and individuals involved (try to capture a clear image of any vehicle, driver and license plate for those
suspected of being at fault). In almost every situation, you will want some form of police report. If there is
no police in sight, use your GPS or smart phone to drive with the other parties to the nearest police station
(providing the vehicles are operable); there you can obtain a report. Try to ensure you are listed on the
report as “Party 1” versus “Party 2”. Rental car agencies may assume you are at fault if you are not “Party
1,” something akin to a petitioner for the report. It’s been reported that some Bahrainis have attempted to
intimidate a western driver into paying an on-the-spot settlement following an accident. Intimidation
tactics included ‘creating a scene’ wherein onlookers joined the commotion and added to the westerner’s
situational anxiety.

If you plan to rent a vehicle while in Bahrain, the rental company will want to see your passport and a
valid home drivers license. In almost every case, as the law requires it, they will also request to see a valid
International Drivers License. (In the U.S., these can be obtained from AAA.)
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Hotels

There is no shortage of accommodations in and around Manama, from high-end, ostentatious hotels to
low-end hotels and well-appointed long-term guest apartments. In choosing a hotel based on safety
considerations; factor in the hotel’s proximity to already known “hot spots,” such as Budaiya Highway
corridor, Daih, Sanabis, Sitra, or lodestones for protest activity. A prudent traveler to Bahrain will stay
as far from these spots as possible, while still being amongst a diverse crowd of expats and business
visitors so as to blend in and avail of the congruous amenities and services near his hotel. As of the time
of this writing, the main threat to safety is not radical Sunni groups (ex., al-Qa’ida), therefore one
should continue to consider American and western branded hotel chains as options for accommodations
(these have likewise not been the target or even bystander of any Shia protests in Bahrain). Should the
threat of terrorism increase in Bahrain, then it may be more prudent to avoid symbols of western
influence and indulgences, to include several major hotel chains and restaurants, crowded malls
frequented by westerners.
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Popular tourist sites

The Bahrain Fort in Manama, the “First Oil Well,” and the Riffa Fort all require a tense, if brief, drive
through less comfortable environs or neighborhoods marked with Shia graffiti and partially encircled
by police barricades. The Bahrain Fort is bordered by Shia sectors, graffiti, and various police guard
points. The “First Oil Well” is, especially when approached from the east, separated from civilization by
a perilously bumpy and dirty “road,” which is crawling with slow moving earth-moving big rigs and
garbage trucks. Nearby, the often touted “Tree of Life” is accessible via a short dirt road off a paved
highway. The Riffa Fort is accessible from several directions including one that slowly edges through
narrow streets congested with Pakistani immigrants (likely Pashtuns) and various South Asian shops;
few pedestrians in this area will offer welcoming glances or warm smiles to a car of Westerners. Arad
Fort, located near the airport, is in a much nicer and safer section of town, and is worth a visit to see the
exterior and interior spaces. Separately, the Bahrain International Circuit raceway and karting track
are easy to reach by major highway and, when hot temperatures abate, can be worth a brief visit for
groups of colleagues and friends.

Main traffic roundabout near the Bahrain Fort. The black flags are indicators that this is
a Shia neighborhood.   © 2014 ADRIDEN Global Inc.
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Police

In the past several years, the Bahraini police have been the intended and specific target of multiple violent
protests, in part because police position themselves at the perimeter of every Shia neighborhood – almost
quarantining residents inside – and because of the police and security forces’ strict impatience with most
Shia-led demonstrations aimed at the Bahraini government. For the Western business person, the presence
of multiple armored police vehicles should signal that the security forces believe a protest is possible in the
area of the police buildup – and thusly this area should be avoided. If confronted with a police checkpoint,
which is designated by the presence of multiple well-marked (usually white and blue) police vehicles
parked perpendicular to the road, simply roll down the windows, smile, and have your passport handy. In
nearly every circumstance, the police are looking for some variation of “the usual suspects.” Overall, avoid
clusters of police vehicles and personnel as these more than anything in Bahrain are likely to be the target
of violent unrest. In March 2014, two Bahraini policemen and a visiting Emerati policeman were killed by
a roadside Improvised Explosive Device (IED) while they attempted to disperse a Shia protest.

Police riot vehicle at a major choke point near Sitra.   © 2014 ADRIDEN Global Inc.
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Crime

Non-politically motivated crime is not a serious factor in Bahrain. There are the normal petty crimes like
pickpocketing and stealing items from unlocked cars, and there has been a recent trend in burglary crimes
at ATM machines in remote areas or at night. Serious crimes such as murder, rape and assaults against
foreigners are not a major issue. There are plenty of police stations and they are generally well marked and
modern, with at least one English-speaking officer. Additionally, police and paramilitary personnel are
fairly ubiquitous throughout most of the island given the aforementioned political and social tension,
protests, etc. According to “Demonstration Notices” issued by the U.S. Embassy in Manama, “Unknown”
actors have recently targeted Automatic Teller Machines (ATMs). Recently, Ministry of Interior disarmed
an IED placed near an ATM during the late evening/early morning hours. Use caution when approaching
ATMs, particularly at night and early morning, by scanning the area for items that are out of place or
suspicious to the area in general.”

Gas Stations

Self-service is not available; expect to wait in a short queue, pull in, and, in English, announce to the gas
station worker what you want. There are two grades of gas and most drivers are advised to stick to the
medium/premium grade, called “Mumtaz.” Gas stations do present a bit of a safety concern: one, they do
not conscribe to Western safety features or standards on the individual pumps and hoses; and, two, drivers
are invariably boxed in for quite some time with no way out except on foot. You should always pay with
local Bahraini cash at these gas stations and not use credit cards to avoid any potential fraud.

Malls

As with most malls in much of the non-Western world, there are insufficient exits, emergency egress
points, or internal safety personnel. When shopping at large shopping areas, it would be wise to avoid
peak hours, familiarize yourself with exits as you make your way through the structure, and steer around
unattended bags, dumpsters and garbage canisters or throngs of “Sunni elite” and/or Westerners. If any
groups were to be targeted for violence in a shopping center environment it would invariably be the latter
two. Sunni elite can include any wealthy or politically/socially affluent Bahraini Sunnis who might, by
dint of their status, somehow attract the ire of volatile Shia factions looking to make a statement. The Seef
Mall and City Centre malls are two of the most modern/western style malls in Bahrain. They provide high-
end consumer goods and a mixture of Western and Eastern restaurants. The “Azan,” or Call to Prayer time,
is conspicuously played even within the malls, and many stores close during prayer times.
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US Embassy, Manama, Bahrain
The US Embassy in Manama is located at:

Street Address: Building No. 979
Road 3119, Block 331
Zinj District
Manama - Kingdom of Bahrain
Telephone: (+973) 1724-2700
Emergency after-hours telephone: (+973) 1727-5126
Facsimile: (+973) 1725-6242

Information provided below regarding “Recommended Actions at Official & Unofficial Checkpoints
and Roadblocks” is derived from the U.S. Embassy in Bahrain website:
http://photos.state.gov/libraries/bahrain/5/PDF_2012/Recommended%20Actions.pdf

U.S. Embassy Bahrain Recommended Actions at
Official & Unofficial Checkpoints/Roadblocks

We would like to remind all U.S. citizens on what they should do when they encounter official (police)
checkpoints and unofficial roadblocks. Below are the recommended actions when encountering these
types of situations:

Actions at Official Police Checkpoints

1. Do not panic, be polite.
2. Always obey the lawful commands of government personnel manning official checkpoints.
3. Do not attempt to run through the checkpoint.
4. Make sure your doors are locked and windows closed.
5. If necessary, roll your window down just far enough to talk.
6. If they insist on ID, present your CPR card or U.S. passport ( for tourists). At no time should you
relinquish control of the ID to those not in an official uniform.

7. If asked, "where are you going?" state where (traveling home or to my hotel).

http://photos.state.gov/libraries/bahrain/5/PDF_2012/Recommended%20Actions.pdf
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Actions at Unofficial Roadblocks
THESE RECOMMENDED ACTIONS ARE FOR UNOFFICIAL,
NON-GOVERNMENT OF BAHRAIN,
VIGILANTE - TYPE ROADBLOCKS ONLY:

1. Remain calm, do not panic.
2. Do not get out of your car.
3. Ensure your doors are locked and your windows are up.
4. Try and extricate yourself from the situation by calmly turning your car around and driving the
opposite way.

5. If you are unable to drive away, and can call the Bahraini police (999) - relay the following 
information to them:
- Your location
- Your situation
- Your cell phone number

6. Ask the police to stay on the line with you until the situation resolves itself.

Never attempt to remove debris at a roadblock yourself. If a roadblock is unmanned, only as a last
resort should you utilize your car to run a roadblock, but at times this may be necessary. If people
either attempt to enter your car, or projectiles of any type start striking your vehicle, do not concern
yourself with the condition of the vehicle and immediately take evasive action by driving out of the
area the quickest way possible – whether that involves car on car contact or proceeding through the
roadblock – take action. Your overarching goal is to get out of situation as quickly as possible while
simultaneously remaining calm. Once you are safely out of the area and can get to a safe location,
report the incident to: manamaconsular@state.gov.

The U.S. Embassy in Manama cannot predict every scenario you may encounter; however, by
remaining cognizant of the off-limits areas outlined in travel alert map you will be better prepared if
you encounter this type of situation.
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Areas of Risk

Areas to avoid include places where Bahraini Shia populations are high and where, traditionally, Shia
protesters tend to amass for the purpose of rallying and publically expressing social and political views.
There are helpful tools online intended to demarcate most of these zones, including:

http://bahrain.usembassy.gov/demonstration.html

The transition from commercial or international sector to Shia neighborhood could not be more obvious.
The differences are stark and are highlighted by the omnipresence of black flags and banners, as well as
street graffiti (mostly Arabic phrases), throughout the more ‘cramped’ and dusty Shia areas. Often, the
favored times for protests and violence occurs on Friday afternoons and evenings after prayers, or on
Saturdays (though this is not always the case). Avoiding Shia neighborhoods during these historically
unstable times is advised.

Shia neighborhoods also have a mini-system of early warning and vehicle control. It is not uncommon for
men and young boys, with cell phones in hand, to maintain sharp lookouts for and report any suspicious
or unfamiliar persons or vehicles entering their territory; rooftop surveillance is used frequently. Likewise,
some communities attempt to bolster their “community watch” with the use of informal roadblocks: small
barriers of concrete, rocks, tires and other debris. Vehicles are channeled, slowed, and then more readily
presented for “inspection,” or worse, ambush. Additionally, the detours and roadblocks are intended to
slow or impede any incursion into the community by Bahraini security personnel.

Shia Black Flag atop a Shia mosque in Juffair. This mosque is located adjacent to the
Embassies of Palestine and People’s Republic of China.   © 2014 ADRIDEN Global Inc.
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Health and Environmental Issues

Among the considerable environmental risks posed to travelers visiting Bahrain is exposure to a variety of
pollutants, mostly airborne. Due to rapid metropolitan growth, and the emissions from aluminum factories,
oil refineries, power plants, and billowing trucks hauling rocks or trash up and down the country, the air
quality is at best poor. A 28 January 2009 article in the Gulf Daily News summarized its findings stating,
“Bahrain’s air is amongst the most poisonous in the world.” Those with health issues such as asthma, heart
and lung disease, or eye irritations are advised to take precautions. Additionally, Bahrain is topographically
very flat and surrounded by sea with many man-made tidal drainage canals and artificial lagoons which put
the island at great risk for flooding during the occasional torrential rains and wind driven tsunamis. Being an
arid low desert plain, it is also subject to periodic drought and grating dust storms.

The World Health Organization has ranked Bahrain’s Healthcare System 42nd out of 190 countries,
placing it only 5 countries behind the U.S. Current recommended vaccinations for travel to Bahrain
include all normal U.S. recommendations in addition to Hepatitis A and Typhoid. Current travel health
notices can be obtained from the Center for Disease Control (CDC) website at:

http://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/destinations/traveler/none/bahrain#travel-notices

Anti-government protests and demonstrations pose a significant risk of physical injury and exposure to
Riot Control Agent (RCA) gases. It is of note that health care facilities report visits for these ailments to the
Bahraini security forces for interview/investigation/interrogation. The greatest threat of injury and acute
sickness are traffic related incidents and, separately, food-borne pathogens. Ambulances do exist on the
island, but generally the quickest response will be from a local taxi or private vehicle. Should you need the
services of an ambulance, or, alternatively, police and fire, call “999.” It would be prudent to research the
proximity of local hospitals when you first arrive in Bahrain: there are two government hospitals and
multiple private hospitals. Payment at all medical facilities and pharmacies is due at the time of service.
Some insurance billing options may exist but plan on submitting a claim to your insurance manually after
settling your bill with the local medical provider. The following reference material offers a list of
recommended healthcare resources in Bahrain.

http://www.med.navy.mil/sites/sigonella/hcprovider/Documents/Bharain%20MEDDEN%20INFO.pdf

http://www.med.navy.mil/sites/sigonella/hcprovider/Documents/Bharain%20MEDDEN%20INFO.pdf
http://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/destinations/traveler/none/bahrain#travel-notices
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Proprietary Business Data and Cyber/Cellular Privacy

Bahrain is at the leading edge of nations with robust – or intrusive – mechanisms used in the name of
national security to intercept, monitor and store web and cellular based communications. Since 2001,
Bahrain has received training and equipment from the U.S. government to fortify the joint U.S.-Bahrain
counter-terrorism capabilities, and, equally, to surveil and counter Iranian efforts to influence or destabilize
the delicate socio-political landscape in Shia-dominated Bahrain. In 2013, Reporters Without Borders issued a
Special Report on Internet Surveillance in which Bahrain, along with China, Iran, Syria and Vietnam, was
listed among the top “State Enemies of the Internet.” (Inclusion in a list with such repressive countries as
these should make the point crystal clear.)

Upon arriving in Bahrain, one’s first exposure to this electronic grip occurs when attempting a web-based
query of any mildly “lascivious” content (e.g., Cosmopolitan magazine): the ISPs all capitulate to the State
mandated firewall controls and spit out a “Denied Access” response blocking access to the content.
Interestingly, though, this firewall layer is extraordinarily easy to sidestep with rather routine tools.

Beyond this, one should be very cautious, because, as stated, Bahrain is adept at accessing business and
traveler communications and stored data; only a few advanced tools can remedy this by protecting the
privacy of proprietary and sensitive information from point of creation/origin to end-user destination. In
most cases, even base-level, professional VPNs or specialized cell phone software/apps fail to provide
adequate privacy protection.

Use of local internet connections, landline phones, and cellular data or voice networks should be done
working on the assumption that it is or can be intercepted, monitored and stored by the Bahraini security
services. Advanced business tools are available to address and reduce the impact of this business
vulnerability; whereas the use of most standard, off-the-shelf encryption software and apps may actually
flag you for additional scrutiny.

Bahrain expatriate and migrant population rely on “call centers” and Internet cafes which provide low
bandwidth and unsecure Internet connection, “Skype” connectivity and long distance telephone access at
reduced rates. These centers are located in the more hazardous parts of town and should not be used by
Western travelers.
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Conclusion

Bahrain remains a difficult environment for U.S. and Western technicians, engineers and business people.
The ongoing political tension and the near daily protests and demonstrations, many of which turn
violent, will continue for the foreseeable future. The Sunni minority government and Royal Family show
no signs of willingness to negotiate or cede to the demands of the Shia majority population. Likewise, the
Shia opposition has continued a steady pace of protests and demonstrations; these appear to be increasing
not only in frequency, but also in terms of the level of violence and lethality. The recent killing of two
Bahraini policemen and a visiting Emerati policeman by a sophisticated roadside IED may signal an
eventual shift from grassroots-level violence to tactics typically employed with great devastation by
international terrorist groups worldwide.

Additionally, such advancements in attack sophistication may be linked to the meddlesome agenda of one
or more outside nations, though direct evidence for this remains granular. As example, the Government of
Iran, in the form of the Quds Force of the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps, is suspected of supplying
some level of clandestine training, logistics and financial support to Bahraini Shia opposition groups in a
bid to expand Shia influence and destabilize or undermine regional Sunni dominion.

On the ground intelligence, a deep understanding of the regional and local dynamics, and extensive
knowledge of tradecraft, business privacy and operational security protocols will be necessary for any
American or Western visitors to Bahrain.


